
3 DAY ETOSHA WILDLIFE SAFARI TOUR

Embark on a thrilling 3-day ETOSHA WILDLIFE SAFARI to Namibia's prized national park! This guided tour from Windhoek to Etosha offers a wild rendezvous
with African nature and wildlife. Our expert guides will lead the way, ensuring you savor every moment immersed in the beauty of the wilderness. Perfect for
nature enthusiasts, bird buffs, and wildlife paparazzi!

Categories
Birding, Geology, Photography, Wildlife, Flying Safaris

Day 1
Our expedition commences with a hotel pick-up in Windhoek promptly at 8 a.m., setting off by 8:30 a.m. Our voyage leads us to the renowned Etosha
National Park, a wildlife sanctuary situated 450 kilometers to the north.
Upon our arrival at the park around 2 p.m., anticipate an exhilarating afternoon safari journey along the rugged trails. Prepare for captivating wildlife
encounters, ranging from majestic elephants and swift cheetahs to graceful giraffes and the regal lions of the savanna. We will conclude the safari before
dusk to ensure a timely exit before the park's gates close.

Meals: as selected.
Accommodation: 2 nights at Halali Resort or similar.
Distance: 450 km.

Day 2 
It includes a full-day game drive in Etosha National Park, exploring eastern and western trails, visiting waterholes for wildlife photography. The park houses a
variety of African wildlife including lions, elephants, giraffes, zebras, and antelopes. With 114 mammal species and 340 bird species, the park offers excellent
game viewing opportunities. Etosha has three popular rest camps providing accommodations in African-style bungalows with scenic waterholes and leisure
facilities.

Meals: as selected.
Distance: around 200 km on gravel routes of Etosha.

Day 3 
Following breakfast, the final visit to the waterhole will conclude before returning to Windhoek. Arrival in the capital is anticipated around lunchtime, where we
will ensure your drop-off at your preferred hotel or lodge.

Meals: as selected.
Distance: around 450 km on tarred road

 INCLUSIVE
Transport, fuel, 2 nights accommodation and reservations, meals as selected, national park entrance fee, full-day unlimited game drives in Etosha National
Park (sunrise till sunset) in the provided tour vehicle, experienced tour guide for the entire tour.

EXCLUSIVE
Scheduled, international flights ‚to/from’ Namibia, individually extended accommodation, additional transfers (airport transfers, which we may arrange at euro
20 pp), individual travel and medical insurance, lunches & water if not selected, drinks and alcoholic beverages, optional activities, gratuities and tips, trip
extensions, visa to Namibia (if required).

Camping                                                                                               NAD11,060.- EUR~545.-

Mid-range Lodge Accommodation                                                       NAD15,260.- EUR~750.-
Meals: HB

Mid-range Lodge Accommodation                                                        NAD16,870.- EUR~830.-
Meals: FB + mineral water in the car

Mid-range Lodge Single Supplement                                                    NAD3,330.- EUR~165.-

Luxury Lodge Accommodation                                                              NAD31,150.- EUR~1,530.-
Meals: FB+ mineral water during the tour

Luxury Lodge Single Supplement                                                          NAD6,163.- EUR~300.-

Optional Private Tour Supplement Per Tour                                          NAD16,670.- EUR~820.-

Price Per Person

Fore more information, kindly contact on +254722412186
lofty@loftytours.com

www.lofty-tours.com
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